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A SEISMIC WAVE GUIDE PHENOMENON* 
K. E. BURG,t MAURICE EWING,t FRANK PRESS,t E. J. STULKEl\t 
ABSTRACT 
On one particular prospect in shallow water repetitive palterns appeared on short spread seismo-
grams in such prevalence as to jeopardize identification of desired reflections. ll is demonstrated that 
under favorable conditions, less restrictive than thought necessary heretofore, a layer of water com-
prises an effective wave guide for seismic energy propagation. Reinforcement fronts formed by multi-
ple reflection of sound in water can develop into a set of waves completely overshadowing other seis-
mic arrivals. With but minor modifications conventional wave guide theory applies. 
Examples from the prospect are presented to illustrate various reinforcement palterns. Observed 
frequency characteristics, group velocity, antl phase velocity magnitudes are investigated for normal 
modes of propagation. 
INTRODUCTIO'\ 
Oil prospecting over water has revealed souncl transmission characteristics 
either absent or less obvious on land. Among these can be mentioned repeated 
bursts of energy traceable to oscillations of the explosion bubble, simple multiple 
reflections between bottom and surface of the water, offside reflections from 
objects near the surface, and wave guide propagation which usually involves 
dispersion. 
This last characteristic, wave guide propagation, stems from reflections be-
t ween top and bottom of the water layer. The high frequency of first energy 
arrivals associated with long range direct waves in shallow water comprises one 
manifestation. Seismic observations reveal that this initial high frequency wave 
marks the beginning of a band of waves whose frequency rapidly decreases. 
These waves of continuously lower frequency persist until terminated by the 
Airy phase. The theory for the case of a liquid bottom has been given by Pekeris 
and for a solid bottom by Press and Ewing. In both these cases the propagation 
is clue to total reflection within the liquid layer involving rays whose angle of 
incidence at the bottom lies between the critical angle and the grazing angle. 
In this paper we deal with a closely related phenomenon involving more nearly 
vertical incidence and very gradual dispersion. :No doubt in most areas low 
reflection coefficients in effect at the bottom of water layers prevent the develop-
ment of this wave guide action. The example here described came to light 
through two special circumstances which favor real or apparent sustained rein-
forcement at practically constant amplitude level. First, over the seismic prospect 
which yielded the observations, the bottom of the water layer is smooth and 
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composed of rock, producing a high reflection coefficient even for normal inci-
dence; second, automatic volume control on the amplifiers increases the gain for 
waves whose energy decreases due to leakage during a large number of reflections. 
This gives the impression of a long train of waves of almost constant amplitude. 
Previous theoretical work can readily be extended to include the case of 
only partial reflection at the bottom. It will be shown that in this case there is a 
limiting frequency for which the group velocity approaches zero and the phase 
velocity approaches infinity. Normal mode propagation in simply the water 
layer produces seismograms showing waves which could easily be mistaken for a 
long series of excellent reflections from deep horizons. 
OBSERVATIONS 
Characteristic Seismograms 
Since our introduction to the problem came through observation of seismo-
grams on which regular reflection arrivals were obscured by water-transmitted 
energy, perhaps this discussion can be best introduced in a similar manner. 
Consider first then the seismogram illustrated in Figure 1, which may at first 
give the erroneous impression that it is a very good regular reflection record. 
The seismogram illustrates, among other things, the unusually long time through-
out which wave amplitudes persist at levels that, because of automatic volume 
expansion, appear to be practically constant. Certain characteristics of ~he 
seismogram appear to repeat. A check on time intervals between them establishes 
periodicity. Further examination shows that almost every detail of trace move-
ment is repeated over period after period. Essentially there is very little on the 
record beyond the features contained in a single interval such as the one indicated 
by marks. 
Figure 2 shows a seismogram which, from the standpoint of seismic pros-
pecting, is more obviously hopeless than the first and therefore less treacherous. 
This second seismogram is simpler, consisting mostly of a long train of nearly 
sinusoidal waves. It develops that Figures r and 2 involve the same pattern of 
propagation; they differ only in the particular normal modes present. 
Empirical Formulas 
Examination of a number of seismograms over a particular offshore prospect 
indicates frequency of this wave motion is closely related to depth of water. Trial 
shows the frequency formula 
(1) 
describes the oscillations in Figure 2 well within the limit of accuracy with which 
water depth His determined by sounding line or fathograms. Here Vis velocity 
of sound transmission in water. In general, on many other records, 
f =(in - 1)V/4H 
FIG. r. 20 to 60 cycle per sec seismogram showing remarkable periodicity. Depths: Water, 148 ft; seismometers, ro ft; 50 lb dynamite, 5 ft. 
Distances from shot: Tracer, r,090 ft; Trace r2, 665 ft; Trace 24, 1,285 ft. Recording spread: 2,000 ft. 
FrG. 2. r6 to 40 cycle per sec seismogram showing almost pure sine waves. Depths: Water, r32 ft; seismometers, 8 ft; 50 lb dynamite, 5 ft. 
Distances from shot: Tracer, 2,405 ft; Trace 12, 2,155 ft; Trace 24, 2,340 ft. Recording spread: 2,000 ft. 
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where n= I, 2, 3 ... , fits the observations well. These are essentially the fre-
quencies of resonance in vibrating bars clamped at one end or in organ pipes 
closed at one end. 
Examples 
Figure 3 shows a resonant record of relatively low frequency-about 22! 
cycles per second. Applying the formula for the second normal mode, n= 2 m 
FIG. 3. 16 to 40 cycle per sec seismogram showing second odd harmonic or second normal mode 
of vibration. Depths: Water, 165 ft; seismometers, 8 ft; dynamite, 5 ft. Distances from shot: Trace 1, 
2,555 ft; Trace 12, 2,275 ft; Trace 24, 2,48oft. Recording spread: 2,oooft. 
Equation (2), and using 5,000 feet per second for propagation velocity gives 
H = i66 feet. The fathometer reading was 165 to 167 feet. Figure 4 shows reso-
nance in about 50 feet of water. Frequency here is 26.8 cycles per second. Com-
puting depth, assuming the fundamental mode of vibration, gives 47 feet. Evi-
dently the fourth normal mode appears in Figure 5; the 51 cycle frequency 
FIG. 4. 16 to 60 cycle per sec seismogram showing fundamental or first normal mode of vibration. 
Depths: Water, 53 ft; seismometers, 8 ft; dynamite, 5ft. Distances from shot:Trace 1, 1,015 ft; Trace 
12, 420 ft; Trace 24, 1,165 ft. Recording spread: 2,000 ft. 
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FrG. 5. 20 to 60 cycle per sec seismogram showing the fourth normal mode of vibration. 
Depths: Water, 164 ft; seismometers, 10 ft; dynamite, 5 ft. 
applied in the appropriate formula gives 172 feet for H. The sounding records 
indicate a water depth of about 165 feet. In Figure 6 one finds the fifth normal 
mode. In deep water even extremely high frequencies recorded with wide pass 
FIG. 6. 16 to 60 cycle per sec seismogram showing the fifth normal mode of vibration. Depths· 
Water, 214 ft; seismometers, 30 ft; dynamite, 214 ft. Distances from shot: Trace I, 1,180 ft; Trace r 2, 
500 ft; Trace 24, 1,070 ft. Recording spread: 2,000 ft. 
bands fit the resonance formula surprisingly well. In Figure 7 are shown sustained 
high frequency vibrations of many modes or harmonics. Recorded depth was 
106 feet. Tentatively identifying an observed periodicity of 4.3 milliseconds 
with the eleventh normal mode and computing depth yields 113 feet. 
As would be expected, the frequency response curves of our instruments 
determine roughly which modes appear. At least the range of frequencies that 
may be expected on a given seismogram narrows down to the limits of the pass 
band used. Although generally harmonics lying within the pass band are repre-
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sented on a seismogram, it is sometimes difficult to account for the predominance 
of some and the absence of others. A typical frequency response curve appears 
in Figure 8. The arrow tips under the curve indicate a sequence of modes cor-
responding to the water depth above which the seismogram shown at the right 
was shot. On this record one can identify the third and fourth normal modes, 
which lie in the frequency range receiving optimum amplification. 
FIG. 7. Unfiltered seismogram showing various higher harmonics. Depths: Water, 106 ft; seis-
mometers, 8 ft; dynamite, 5 ft. Distances from shot: Trace 1,2530 ft; Trace 12, 2,160 ft; Trace 24, 
2,o65 ft. Recording spread: 2,000 ft. 
Figure 9 shows a portion of a seismogram obtained in 248 feet of water with 
a very flat uniform bottom. The cutout fitted to the top traces is a mathe-
matically computed curve in which third, fourth and fifth normal modes were 
computed from the frequency formula and simply added. One can easily see that 
the curve applies almost equally well to any appropriate part of the seismogram 
segment shown. 
THEORY 
General Remarks 
The unusually high multiples of reflections within the water layer offer evi-
dence that reflection coefficients are close enough to unity so that even after 
many reflections their attenuating effect is substantially offset by an automatic 
increase in amplifier gain. Within the range of observations we have no specific 
data on amplitude level-only the illusion that oscillations continue practically 
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FIG. 8. Frequency response curve on a filter setting which on the seismogram at the right admitted third 
and fourth normal modes. Water depth: 192 ft. 
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FIG. 9. The cutout at the top represents a mathematically computed curve of a combination of 
third, fourth, and fifth normal modes of vibration in \\·atcr 248 ft deep. :\'otc correlation with the 
actual seismogram below it. 
undiminished. In first consideration of theory on an elementary level, then, the 
situation may as well be considered without reference to the effect of reflection 
coefficients, wave divergence, diffraction and other factors affecting attenuation. 
Repetitfre Arriwls of a Pulse 
In this discussion we shall consider the shot a point source at (o, d) in an 
appropriately placed rectilinear coordinate system (x, z) with z = o repre-
senting the surface of the water and z = H representing a level bottom. 
o,o x 
z = 0 
(o,d) 
(0, 2) ( x, z) 
X:O z = H 
f 
z 
FIG. ro. Rays from (n, d) to (n. Z) multiple reflected at top and bottom of water layer and a particular 
ray path from (o, d) to (x, z) involving two reflections off the free surface. 
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Along x=o, a vertical line through the shot point, normal incidence applies 
upon reflection of the pulse at the boundaries of the water layer. It follows from 
the law of reflections that through successive reverberations the ray path of a 
pulse is here retraced repeate'dly. A particular point (o, Z) in water H units deep 
therefore receives the pulse alternately from above and below until the energy 
dies down. See Figure 10. 
Other points, (x, z) in general, are also bombarded by a succession of pulse 
arrivals from a single explosion, but the mechanics are somewhat different. A 
particular ray path applies at most only once, at a single instant of time. To 
present the matter in more detail, four types of propagation from (o, d) to (x, z) 
are shown in Figure 11. The classification is based upon the direction of the 
vertical component of wave front propagation initially at (o, d) and upon arriving 
at (x, z). Thus, Pa designates a ray which starts upward and passes (x, z) 
~ s /' I 
( o,d) 
Rcx,z) 
FrG. rr. Four types of ray paths from (o, d) to (x, z): Pd, initially upward, terminally downward 
propagation; Pu, initially upward, terminally upward; Qd, initially downward, terminally downward; 
Qu, initially downward, terminally upward propagation. 
downward; Pu, a ray which starts upward and passes (x, z) upward; Qd and Qu 
represent rays which start downward and pass (x, z) downward and upward 
respectively. Thus, for a single pulse at (o, d) four not necessarily separate energy 
arrivals are indicated at (x, z) for any given number of reflections off the top. 
Furthermore, each of the four types of paths provides multiple arrivals in direct 
relation to the different number of reflections off the free surface. 
Successive ray paths to (x, z) are indicated in Figure 12 for Qa paths. If m 
denotes the number of reflections a given ray experiences off the top surface, it is 
apparent that the angle the ray makes with the vertical can be associated with 
the discrete number m and designated as (}Qdm" Assuming a constant velocity of 
propagation V, path length is Vt where t is travel time, so this incident angle 
can be expressed in the two following ways: 
x 
8Qdm = tan-l ------
2mH - d + z 
x 
sin-1 - · 
Vt 
Ray 
Desig-
nation 
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(x,z) 
FrG. 12. The Qd wave is schematically illustrated by ray diagrams for one through five reflections off 
the free surface between (o, d) and (x, z)-that is form= 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. 
Figure 12, as well as these expressions, shows convergence of successive rays 
through (x, z) toward the vertical as a limiting direction. 8m+i -8m thus becomes 
increasingly small. Ray length corresponding to 8Qdm is also (zmH-d+z) 
cos 8Qdm +x sin 8Qdm' 
Since similar statements apply for the Qum, Pdm, and Pum rays the situation 
may be summarized as follows: 
Angle of Incidence Travel Time Path Length 
x 
()p = tan-1 -------
um 2mH+d-: tpuw =:x/V sin Op um 
x Qdm OQ = tan-1 -----
dm 2111H-d+z 
For any one of these four types of ray paths some convenient pulse charac-
teristic, such as the extremes of pressure, plotted for successive arrivals at 
(x, z) with respect to time would appear somewhat as shown in Figure 13. A 
180° phase shift with each reflection off the free surface requires that alternate 
arrivals be plotted below the axis. 
Pulse Characteristics 
In the case of the artificial seisms which produced the records previously 
shown, the origin of each disturbance was a dynamite explosion. The work of 
Cole and others indicates an underwater explosion of this type is propagated 
outward in the form of a pulse with roughly the shape illustrated in Figure q, 
where pressure is indicated qualitatively with respect to time. 
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p 
• • • • • 
• • • • 
FIG. lJ. Energy arrivals at (x, z) for a particular type ray for successively higher orders of 
multiple reflections. Pressure is plotted schematically with respect to travel time. 
Experience and theoretical work by other writers indicates that this pulse 
is essentially a complex wave form representable by a continuous frequency 
spectrum of sine waves. In this discussion it will simply be assumed that the 
arrivals at any point (x, z) have the same general shape as the original pulse 
p 
0 ~-~------------------ t 
FIG. 14. Generalized pressure-time curve of an explosion. 
for a few reflections-for small values of m. As m increases these arrivals are 
manifested by whatever frequency components are favored by interference 
effects between the multiply reflected waves and the frequency response of the 
recording system. 
Wave Development 
In line with this view on pulse charactenstics one wouia then expect the 
multiple arrivals portrayed in Figure 13 to appear in the form of those wave 
components which fit the pulse arrival pattern. The lowest frequency range 
expected is shown fitted to these arrivals in Figure 15. Development of even 
harmonics of this wave will evidently be prevented by the alternations in phase. 
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p 
FrG. 15. Energy arrivals of Figure 13 fitted with an appropriate wave form. 
Odd harmonics may, however, be fitted as well as the fundamental. The com-
bination of eligible wave components may therefore be a quite complex wave 
form. Thus, Figure 9 shows the form developing out of the combination of three 
particular odd harmonics or normal modes. To investigate this wave development 
further let us express the four types of travel in the form of velocity potentials 
of the expected waves at any point (x, z) at a time I after m reflections from the 
free surface.1 
Pam= A(-1)mcm- 1 exp i211"jxsin0 + [2(m - 1)H + z + d] cos(} - Vt\/L, 
Pum = A(-1)mcm exp iz11"jx sin 8 + [2mH - z + d] cos 0 - Vt\/L, 
Qam = A(-1)men exp iz11"jx sin 0 + [2mH + z - d] cos 0 - Vt)/L, 
Qum = A(-r)mcm+I exp i211"{xsin0 + [2(m + r)H - z - d] cosB - Vt)/L, 
(5) 
where B=sin-1 x/Vt, Lis the wave length measured along the oblique ray path, 
A is a variable amplitude factor which is left unevaluated, and c is the bottom 
reflection coefficient depending on 0 and the elastic properties of the two layers 
involved. Phase shifts during m reflections off the free surface are accounted for 
by the factor ( - 1)m. 
Let 
Then 
exp iz11"(2H cos fJ)/L = exp i7r(4H cos e)/L. 
Pam= A(-r)mcm-l/jm-l exp in[x sin()+ (z + d) cos() - Vtj/L, 
Pum = A(-1)mcmlim exp i211"[x sin (J - (z - d) cos() - Vt]/L, 
Qam = A(-1)mcmlimexp i27r[xsine+ (z- d) cos(} - Vt]/L, 
Qum = A(- 1) mcm+l/jm+I exp in[x sin() - (z + d) cos 8 - Vt ]/L. 
(6) 
1 These wave expressions could, with minor modifications, be applied to direct analysis of other 
characteristics besides velocity potential, such as pressure, displacement, or vertical component of 
particle velocity. 
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The disturbance at any point (x, z) is due to the superposition of the various 
P and Q rays. Let us combine these as follows: 
Ud = p d(m+I) + Qdm (8) 
n may be thought of as the velocity potential due to the doublet source of the 
shot point and the image of its first reflection in the top surface. Carrying out 
the additions we obtain: 
nd = - A ( - l) memo mi sin (21rd cos 8/L) exp iz7l' [x sin 8 + z cos 8 - Vt ]/L, 
n,, = A ( - l) memo mi sin (27!'d cos 8/L) exp iz7l' [x sin 8 - z cos 8 - Vt ]/L. (9) 
Constant factors have been included in the unevaluated factor A. nd and flu will 
both contribute to the disturbance at any one point. Their combined effect is 
cf>= nd+nu, or 
cf> = A (-ell) m sin (27!'d cos 8/L) sin (27l'Z cos 8/L) exp i27l' [x sin 8 - Vt ]/L, (10) 
where constant factors have again been included in A. 
The waves given by cf> for m reflections interfere with those of cf> for m+ l 
reflections. Reinforcement occurs if cf>m+cf>m+1 is a maximum or when the quantity 
l -ell= l - e exp iz7!'2H cos 8/ L is a maximum. This condition is fulfilled for 
those wave lengths which satisfy the equation 
21!'2H cos 8/L = (zn - 1)7!' (II) 
where n= l, 2, 3 ... The wave length factor is then 
L = (4H cos 8)/(zn - r). 
Here the integer n determines the harmonic or the normal mode of propagation 
and the dependence of 8 upon t establishes L as a function of I. 
Since o= -1 under the condition for optimum wave development we may 
write 
cf>n = AemsinC~izcos8) sin(~ dcos8) exp iz7l'(xsin8- Vt)/L. (13) 
With the aid of Equation r 2 velocity potential can be written 
cf>n = Aemsin [(2n - 1)1l'z/2H] sin [(zn - 1)7J'd/2H] exp i27l'(xsin8 - Vt)/L.(14) 
This expression represents a progressive wave traveling in the water layer in 
the x direction with dispersive characteristics, since L = f(t), and with a standing 
wave pattern between the surface and bottom which is independent of 8. Nodal 
planes are consequently parallel to the surface. The summation of the velocity 
potentials cf>n for all modes, from n = l to oc, and over as large a range of mas 
applies, gives the over-all disturbance at any point or instant of time. The 
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factor E"' shows the effect of partial refraction into the bottom at each reflection. 
A complete description of the resulting wave form would, of course, require 
a careful analysis of amplitude relationships embodied in AE"'. :i\ o record was 
kept of automatic volume gain expansion. A typical figure on volume control 
capacity is 105. Thus, while high amplitude particle motion arrives shortly after 
a shot, amplifier gain is throttled to the extent that trace motion on the seismo-
gram may have an amplitude comparable with that produced by only ro-5 times 
as much particle motion with controls completely released. Since true amplitude 
ratios can be identified on observations only within limits as broad as this, and 
since elastic constants of the bottom were not measured, it was not considered 
worthwhile at this stage to identify expected amplitudes by theoretical expres-
sions. 
Dispersion Characteristics 
The rate of progress of a particular phase is identifiable by the relation 
271" 
d - ( x sin IJ - Vt) 
L 
dt 
- = o. ( r5) 
Expressing L and e in terms of x and VI and differentiating ( v2t2 - x2) 112 leads to 
the phase velocity expression 
c = v /sine. (r6) 
Group velocity measures the rate of progress of the wave group associated with 
each wave length. From simple geometry in this case, or from the general 
formula 
C = c + Kdc/dK 
where K = (n/ L) sin e, one can identify group velocity as 
c = v sine. 
Since sin O=x/Vt, we also have 
U = x/t. 
For each n or each normal mode of propagation frequency 
f = V/L = (w - r)V/4H cos e. 
(17) 
(20) 
For reasons explained earlier we limit our discussion to values of e in the range 
e«~O"i?;o where 00 is the critical angle of reflection at the bottom, the angle with 
the vertical whose sine is the ratio of water velocity to the velocity of underlying 
material. The corresponding range of frequency is fc "i?;f°?;fo where fc is the cutoff 
frequency beyond which the earlier theoretical discussions apply (see Pekeris or 
Press and Ewing, r950) and Jo is the cutoff frequency given by (2n-r)V/4IJ 
for e = o. See Equation 2. 
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I'\"TERPRETA TIO:\ O.F THEORY 
An impulsive point source of sound in a water layer generates spherical waves 
which undergo numerous multiple reflections from the surface and a level bot-
\ H = 130' H = 132' 
30 • 30 • ~ • f f • • •• . . 'c.. 
·. ~ . ......___ 
• • 
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28 • 28 
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t t 
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36 28 
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t t 
Fie. 16. Each graph shows wave frequency olotted with respect to arrival time for a particular 
record. Each plotted point represents an average of several actual observations. The smooth curves 
fitted to collections of average points represent the frequencies predicted hy theory. 
tom. The disturbance at any distant point is obtained by the superpos1t10n of 
all the waves arriving at this point by the different ray paths indicated.2 The 
2 In fact a spherical wave can he represented by a sum of component plane waves with appropriate 
amplitude factors (Press and Ewing, 1950; Officer, r95rJ. Our elementary discussion can in a sense 
he considered an analysis of these plane waves leaving out the amplitude factor. 
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result of the combination is a single disturbance which travels outward from the 
source and vertically has a standing wave pattern of motion from the surface to 
the bottom. 
The initial disturbance generated by an underwater explosion can be ana-
lyzed into a broad continuous frequency spectrum. However, only particular 
frequencies are reinforced according to normal mode propagation theory, and 
these are identified by Equation 20. Significantly, it is members of this set of 
frequencies that are observed. See Figure 16. Because these frequencies are a 
function of the incident angle 8, and in turn time t, for any particular x, they can 
be assigned characteristic velocities. The concepts of phase and group velocities 
were then introduced to distinguish between the velocity with which a constant 
phase proceeds and the velocity with which a given frequency proceeds forward. 
A description of the system of waves associated with values of 8 greater than 
the critical angle has been given elsewhere (Press and Ewing, 1950), where it 
was shown that the last waves of this group arrive at a time corresponding to 
propagation with a velocity of about o.6 V. Following this group an infinitely 
long train of waves arrive associated with normal mode propagation for values 
of 8 smaller than the critical angle. If one focuses attention on any given mode 
(by means of filters for example) the frequency of the waves decreases slowly with 
time, the rate of decrease becoming more and more gradual as time increases 
and as the cutoff frequency for 8 = o is approached. Phase and group velocity, 
however, are quite sensitive, approaching infinity and zero respectively as 8 
approaches o. 
These waves are attenuated due to partial refraction at each reflection from 
the bottom. For a given shot detector distance, the number of reflections m in-
creases as 8 decreases, hence attenuation due to reflection increases as travel time 
increases. For a given travel time and distance frequencies of the various modes 
have the ratios 1:3:5:7: · · ·. To a large extent the resultant wave pattern 
actually recorded is determined by interference between the various modes ad-
rr.itted within the filter pass bands used. 
The pressure or velocity field generated by an underwater explosion can be 
discussed most simply in terms of the pressure fields of the component normal 
modes. Expressions for pressure p or vertical particle velocity w can be derived 
from Equation (14) and the relationships 
dq, 
p = -p-
dt 
Thus the vertical variation of pressure and particle velocity are respectively 
given by the factors 
[(2n - I) Z J sin --2- 7r H and cos [en : l) 7r [; J 
n = l, 2, 3, · · • . (21) 
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The following conclusions are evident from these equations: 
( 1) The surface z = o is a nodal plane in pressure or mr antimrdal plane m 
vertical particle velocity for all frequencies and mo<les. 
(z) The bot tom z =II is an anti nodal plane in pressure and a nodal plane in 
vertical particle velocity for all frequencies in all modes. 
(3) There are n - 1 nodal planes in pressure for all frequencies and modes 
beneath the surface located at depths given by 
z 2 4 6 2n - 2 
-=----, ---, ---,···, n=1,2,···. 
II 2n - 1 2n - r 2n - r 2n - I 
(4) There are n nodal planes in vertical particle velocity located beneath 
the surface at depths given by 
z I 3 5 21t - I 
-=---, ---., ---, n = I, 2, 3, · · · · 
II 2n - 1 2n - 1 2n - I 2n - I 
The above equations would indicate that the response to these waves of a 
hydrophone sensitive to pressure changes and a geophone sensitive to vertical 
particle velocity varies with depth because of the vertical standing wave pattern. 
Since the ideal location of a detector for elimination of these waves is at a nodal 
plane, the preceding criteria may be used to determine theoretically the best 
depth for locating detectors. A similar discussion may be given for charge loca-
tion. 
MISCELLA~EOUS ASPECTS 
It must he obvious that the preceding remarks about the observed multiple 
reflection phenomenon are essentially introductory. Vital aspects of the problem 
have not been adequately treated. Of these, amplitude has already been men-
tioned. 
A study of reflections from plates of finite thickness might disclose the 
possibility of a more detailed description of bottom conditions than given. 
A. B. Wood in A Textbook of Sound indicates thickness of the reflector is quite 
an important factor. Certainly a complete discussion of the problem would in-
clude a consideration of possible reverberation in shallow solid or semi-solid layers 
below the water. 
Effect of corrugations along the bottom or top of the water layer has been 
entirely neglected. ~ evertheless, a complete understanding of reinforcement 
phenomena would require more attention to this point. 
In localities where the bottom is rugged no periodicity was observed. Even 
gently sloping bottoms must radically modify the described dispersion pattern 
or prevent the development of resonance altogether. Poulter's interesting analysis 
of slope determination from multiple reflection behavior appears to offer a promis-
ing approach to a study of the effect of bottom relief. The fact that parallel 
plates comprise only one example of electromagnetic wave guides or cavity 
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resonators suggests that seismic counterparts may not be restricted to the simple 
example here described. 
The assumption that velocity of propagation is constant appears to be 
justified in our example by the close fit between observations and theoretical 
predictions. If dimensions of the region considered were radically altered, varia-
tions in propagation velocity might be pertinent factors. 
Finally, this most excellent example of a seismic wave guide suggests that 
there may be others less perfectly developed. Numerous instances of periodicity 
on reflection records have been experienced in land shooting. Some may bear an 
interesting relationship to the reinforcement example herein discussed. 
Establishment of a sound wave guide requires, in general, that 
(1) A source of sound energy provide essentially true continuous wave motion 
or pseudo-continuous wave motion through pulse reverberation. 
(2) Boundary geometry, transmission characteristics, and reflection charac-
teristics be favorable to the development of particular reinforcement 
waves progressing away from the shot. 
SUMMARY 
Among the different types of waves observed in seismic measurements over 
water we can include the normal mode propagation produced by constructive 
interference as described in various papers by Ewing, Pekeris, and Press. A 
particular example of this type of wave develops relatively close to the source 
of energy provided bottom conditions are favorable. Seismograms from a par-
ticular prospect show this phenomenon so pronounced that all normal reflections 
from underlying beds are completely lost. 
At the shot point the resonant condition which develops is analogous to that 
which develops in an organ pipe closed at one end. The geometry of spherical 
waves multiply reflected at the boundaries of the water layer provides for a 
spreading of the resonant zone out from the shot point. This progressive growth 
is accompanied by dispersion which takes the form of gradual changes in domi-
nant frequencies. 
Geometry and terminology of electromagnetic wave guides applies very 
nicely to this particular instance of normal mode propagation. The body of shal-
low water herein described might therefore be termed a leaking wave guide. 
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